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   For Healing ...

Barbara Balint Parishioner with chronic pain

Joyce Benedict Parishioner suffering spiritually and 
physically

Brian Comfort and peace offered by Sue

Cary Brindle Serious cold/flu

John Brindle Parishioner cancer and other  ailments

Karen Calsi Breast cancer offered by Sue

Alice Ceruli Ethel's sister from several health issues

Bill Combs Cary's brother

Linda Cook from Linda Adams

Bill Crowder Cancer offered by Ross

Eric Deyo Barbara Balint’s cousin

Don DiBlasi Brain cancer  offered by Ross

Glenna DiBlasi Don’s wife and caretaker

Shirley  Dolan Leslie’s mom 

Rose Ewing Vera’s mother 

Harold Feroe Health issues from aging offered by Ross

 Laurie Foley Recovering from injuries and loss of her 
husband

Emma Fouts Dementia offered by Ross

Garth Green Grieving for his wife, Sarah

Janet Greer Shirley and Sherman’s friend from heart 
attack and stroke

Enoch Hamilton Dementia offered by Ross
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Barbara Hartwell Paishioner chronic pain

Amanda Hayden Sue Moshier's friend from cancer

Rosemary Hill Respiratory disease  from Ross

James Hinkle Friend of Fr. Allan’s

Fred Holland Prostate cancer offered by Ross

Marilyn Kistner Friend of Ethel and Richard's

The Kurlander  family On the loss of  Walter offered by Lynley

John Jordan Alzheimers offered by Ross

Tom Leanos Parkinson’s disease offered by Ross

Janet Leaven June and George's daughter 

Corey Labas Peace and comfort

Lillian Labas Peace and comfort

Lucille Knee surgery offered by Ross

Kelley Heidi’s  sister in law cancer offered by Ross

Maggie McNamara  for good health 

Dave Meck Kathleen and Ross’ friend with dementia

Brian Moore lung cancer offered by Barbara Balint

Sue Moshier parishioner with chronic pain  

Jessica Moxham Comfort and peace offered by Ross                 

Pat Cancer - one of Sue Moshier’s patients

John Penn From Judy and Burke  cancer

Dave Quinn Shirley and Sherman’s friend from ALS

Rachel Addiction offered by Ross
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Michael Reidlinger offered by Ethel

George Sidgewick Chronic ankle pain offered by Ross

Marie Sidgewick Breast cancer

George Snyder Parkinsons disease offered by Kathleen

 Marianne Tait Kathleen's  mother

Janet Troiano Sue Moshier's friend from a stroke

Aaron Uhlfelder Ross’ son for comfort and peace

Helen Urbano Vikki’s mom offered by Ross

For those Who Have Died 

Harold William Benson 5/17 Fr. Allan’s friend

Sheila Brewster 5/17 Offered by Ross  

Wayne Brown7/17 Ross’ friend

Lois Buley7/17 Dementia

Dan Foley 9/17 Mary and John’s friend, Laurie’s husband

Mary Habia 2/17 Leslie's colleague

Dorothy Banks Kennedy 8/17    Mother of the Pastor of the Open Door 
Ministries, Ross’’ friend Ray.

Walter Kurlander 9/17 7 week old son and brother of the 
Kurlander family 

Kevin Moshier  7/17  Huntington's disease – Parishioner, Mike and 
Pat's brother

Hazel Robinson  10/17 Rosalie’s mother  offered by Mary Alden

Al Schwab 9/17 Ross’ friend Vikki’s partner

Anna Seabolt 9/7 From Ross
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Sarah Shererd Cancer, Joyce’s daughter in law

Magdi Sidaris 1/17 Cancer from Ross

John West 9/17 Linda Mayo’s father

Jean White 7/17 Beloved member of our parish family

Those who die without friends and 
family

Too  many

For Thanksgiving

For our families, loved ones, and 
those who help us see the Kingdom 
of God more clearly.

 

Gabe Baca Leslie’s son recovering from a liver transplant

Harold Balint Barbara's Brother in law heart surgery

Jeff Ewen parishioner with cancer

Paul Littlefield Recovery from bicycle accident

Bill Hardeman Barbara Balint's friend

Arainah Grace Baptism of Traci’s grandaughter

Staci Donnelly Melodye and Gene's daughter from breast 
cancer – continued healing

 Melodye O’Dell Recovering from diverticulitis 

Viviene Matranga Veronica and Dan’s daughter’s baptism

Donna Ranieri Offered by Judy and Burke

Jennifer Moshier Ushe and Kuda 
Ushe 

Birth of their daughter Zahara
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Our sisters and brothers in the 
worship of God

Chuch of the Epiphany
Church of the Intercession
Church of the Mediator
Trinity Wall Street
Christ Church Red Hook, NY
Open Door Ministries Pikesville Maryland

Please Lord be with the victims of the hurricanes, natural and man 
made disasters . Please shelter and protect them .

Especially Mary Alden’s son Dan and his partner Rosalie in the British Virgin 
Islands

For Thought and Prayer

From Fr. Richard Rohr

Hope in the Darkness
Entering the Dark Wood
from Monday, September 4, 2017

The mystics of all the great religions, along with classic literature like 
Homer’s Odyssey, intuited that life was a journey involving completion of a first 
half and transition to a second half, sometimes called “a further journey.” Yet most
of us were given the impression that life was a matter of learning and obeying the 
rules; and those who obeyed them won. Many of our pastoral problems and the 
foundational alienation from religion in Europe and North America stem from the 
lack of initiation and depth. Mainline Christianity does not seem to be giving 
people access to God, to the soul, or to the joy and freedom promised in 

https://cac.org/entering-the-dark-wood-2017-09-04/
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theScriptures. Christianity is not doing its primary job well—moving people from 
the first to the second half of life.

At some point along the journey, if you’re honest and open, you will realize there’s
more to life. This experience is hardly inviting or encouraging, and so many of us 
turn back. Dante describes the human experience: “In the middle of life, I found 
myself in a dark wood.” [1] If you’re letting life happen to you, you will be led to 
the dark wood where you have to ask: “What does it all mean? Why am I doing 
this? Why don’t I feel fully alive or that my life has meaning? What am I doing 
wrong?” Most of us have bouts of immense self-doubt and even sometimes self-
hatred at this point.

This is why Jesus says, “By faith you will be saved” (Luke 7:50, 18:42). It is only by a
foundational trust in the midst of suffering, some ability to bear darkness and 
uncertainty, and learning to be comfortable with paradox and mystery, that you 
move from the first half of life to the second half.

Novelist Robertson Davies wrote, “One always learns one’s mystery at the price of 
one’s innocence.” [2] The word innocent comes from the Latin 
for unwounded or not harmed. The innocent one hasn’t yet learned from his or 
her wounds, and therefore doesn’t know his or her full reality yet. Human life only
develops in the shadowlands, never inside of pure light or total darkness.

When you’ve stumbled—and the guilt, loneliness, and fear come to assault you—
if you don’t have at least one good friend, or if you have not developed a prayer 
life where you know how to find yourself in God instead of in your own feelings, 
you will simply retrench and reassert your correctness. You’ll learn nothing and 
remain in the first half of life, maintaining your container and supposed identity. 
This explains why most people are stuck in the first half of life. This is especially 
true for people who are highly successful or have been able to avoid all suffering. 
If you only move from success to success, or you never live in solidarity with the 
suffering of others, you normally know very little about your own soul.

References:
[1] Dante, “The Inferno: Canto 1,” The Divine Comedy.
[2] Robertson Davies, Fifth Business (Penguin Classics: 2001), 245.
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Adapted from Richard Rohr, A Spirituality for the Two Halves of Life, discs 1 and 3 (Franciscan Media: 
2004)
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